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ZEUS detector at the HERAZEUS detector at the HERA

ZEUS: 56 universities and laboratories,, 18 countries 
HERA - the only ep collider in the world
HERA II (2002-2007): upgraded detectors, 
longitudinally polarised e± beams 
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Motivation Motivation for for study excited charm and 
charm strange production

Heavy-quark spectroscopy has recently undergone a renaissance 
with the discovery of several new states:

Non-strange excited charm mesons D1(2420)°,± and D2∗(2460)º,±

CCharm-strange excited mesons Ds1(2536)± and Ds2(2573)±

Recently, Supported Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET) predictions  
Dº∗(2400)º,± and D1(2430)º
Recent discovery charm-strange Ds0*(2317)± and Ds1(2460)±

Predicted: broad non-strange charged excited charm meson with JP=1+ has not 
yet been observed.
Predicted: radially excited charm D’ −> Dππ and D*’ −> D*ππ,    ~2.6 GeV. 
Narrow resonance at 2637 MeV with D*± π+ π- reported by DELPHI, 
however OPAL – no evidence.
The properties of these states challenge the theoretical 
description of heavy-quark resonances. Further measurement of 
excited charm and charm-strange mesons are important!
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Excited charm and charmExcited charm and charm--strange mesonsstrange mesons

Large charm production cross sections at HERA Large charm production cross sections at HERA 
allow to search for excited charm statesallow to search for excited charm states
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Study of the excited charm mesons
D1(2420)º, D2 *(2460)º

D1(2420)º → D∗+ π−
D2*(2460)º → D∗+ π− , D+ π-

combining each selected D∗+ (or D+ ) candidate  with 
an additional track, assumed to be a pion, with a 
charge opposite to that of the D∗+ (or D+ ) candidate.
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Reconstruction of lowestReconstruction of lowest--mass charm mesons: mass charm mesons: D∗+

D∗+ mesons were identified 
using the two decay channels:

D∗+ → D0πs+ → (K−π+)πs+
ΔM=M(Kππ)-M(Kπ),              Signal: 39500

D∗+ → D0πs+ → (K−π+π+π−)πs+
ΔM=M(Kππππs)-M(Kπππ),     Signal: 17300

Background-wrong charge combination.
Yellow band - ranges used for excited charm mesons
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Reconstruction of lowestReconstruction of lowest--mass charm mesons: mass charm mesons: D+ and D0D+ and D0

Width (D+)=12.9 MeV;
(detector resolution)

Guts:Guts:
ppTT (D)>2.8 GeV(D)>2.8 GeV
||ηη(D)|<1.6(D)|<1.6
Yellow band corresponds to ranges used 

for excited charm mesons

Width (D0)=17.4 MeV;
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Excited charm mesons: D1(2420)º and D2∗(2460)º

Decay channel → D∗+   π−
A clear enhancement in the range where 
contributions from D1(2420)º and
D2∗(2460)º mesons are expected.

Decay channel → D+ π−
A small excess around the nominal 

mass of the D2∗º meson.
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D1º and D2∗º in four helicity bins

Used helicity angular distribution to extract
D1(2420)º and D2∗(2460)º yields and properties

h -helicity parameter ( h=3 for pure D-wave)

Simultaneous
fit including all
contributions
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Ds1+ −> D∗+(both decay channels ) with   Kºs −> π+ π-

Ds1+ −> ( D∗º with  K±)
To extract Ds1+ yields and properties: fit using 
simultaneously values of  M(D∗º K±)  and        
M(D∗+ Kºs )  in four helicity intervals
Clear Ds1(2536)+ signals! Measured Ds1+ mass in good 
agreement with the world average value!

Excited charm mesons: Ds1+
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Branching ratios and fragmentation fractionsBranching ratios and fragmentation fractions
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Search for Search for radiallyradially excited charm meson excited charm meson D*’(2640)±

D∗’+ → D∗+ π+ π−
combining each selected D∗+ candidate  
with two additional tracks with opposite 
charges.
No radially excited D∗’(2640) ± charm
meson observed.

Upper limit:

OPAL result: < 0.9%

D∗’± signal window - theoretical predictions 
solid curve - fit  background ,
shaded histogram  - Monte Carlo D∗’± signal, 
normalised to upper limit  on top of the fit.
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MotivationMotivation for studyfor study K0sK0s resonance production

Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 112003 (2008)
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K0s mass distribution for events with K0s mass distribution for events with ≥≥ two K0s candidatestwo K0s candidates

ZEUS data 1996- 2007
Signal window for M(K0sK0s) analysis: 
481 ≤M(π+π-) ≤515 MeV
No. of K0s candidates in signal window ~ 
1,258,400
Clean K0s signal;  background ~8%

Cuts:
pT(K0s)>0.25 GeV
2D Collinearity angle <0.12 2D Collinearity angle <0.12 radrad; (; (angle in xy-plane 
between K0s momentum vector and vector defined by 
interaction point and decay vertex)

||ZvtxZvtx| <50;| <50;
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K0sK0s mass spectrum (incoherent fit)
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K0sK0s mass spectrum (coherent fit)

K0sK0s invariantK0sK0s invariant--mass distribution was reconstructed by combining mass distribution was reconstructed by combining 
two K0s candidates selected in the mass window;two K0s candidates selected in the mass window;
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ResultsResults
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f’2(1525) and f0(1710): mass and width
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Summary

Sizeable production of the excited charm and charm-strange mesons was 
observed in ep interactions. 
Measured masses of the D1º, D2∗º and Ds1+ in reasonable agreement with 
the world average values.  D1º width  53.2 MeV  above PDG 20.4 MeV
measured D1º helicity parameter h=5.9 consistent with prediction  for  pure 
D-wave.
Ds1+ helicity parameter h = −0.74,  inconsistent with prediction  for a pure 

D- or S- waves. Suggests significant contributions of both waves. 
Ratios of dominant branching fractions are in agreement with the world 
average values.
Fraction of c quarks hadronising into D1º, D2∗º or Ds1+ are consistent with 
obtained in e+e-, agreement with charm fragmentation universality;
No radially excited D∗’(2640)± meson was observed.
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Summary(2)

Observed three enhancements corresponding to Observed three enhancements corresponding to ff22(1270)/a(1270)/a22(1320)(1320), , 
ff22’(1525)’(1525) and and ff00(1710)(1710) ;;
f0(1710) with 5with 5σσ significance, has mass consistent with glueball significance, has mass consistent with glueball 
candidate. candidate. 
No state observed heavier than fNo state observed heavier than f00;;
Masses and widths of Masses and widths of f2’(1525) and and f0(1710) consistent with PDG;consistent with PDG;
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Backup- L3 e+e- LEP experiment in two-photon collisions
Phys. Lett. B501, 173 (2001)
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Backup- TASSO  γγ −>K+K-, K0sK0s
Phys. Lett.B121,216,1983
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Backup- Coherent   2+  states
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